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1. In the beginning was Ursula´s word 
It was my goal to explain Sandra Alvarez the relation between feminism and science 

fiction… and make money in the process, because I´m a Marxist.

“En busca de Estraven I. Sobre el sentido de la especulación feminista en las historias de 

ciencia ficción”, Cubaliteraria, july 2010, 

http://www.cubaliteraria.cu/articulo.php?idarticulo=11763&idseccion=25 = 4 USD

“En busca de Estraven II. De la CF cubana en el siglo XX y sus infelices especulaciones 

sobre el género (sexual)” en Cubaliteraria, august 2010, 

http://www.cubaliteraria.cu/articulo.php?idarticulo=11846&idseccion=25 = 4 USD

I keep reading, making comments and working in productive and reproductive areas… 



3. In the sequel where Victor and Norge 

In the spring of 2014 Victor Fowler and Norge 

Espinosa started the first LGBT Cuban 

Literature workshop. At the end, the students 

were invited to present a review with “LGBT 

perspective” of some part of Cuban literary 

production –from poetry to rap lyrics. 

I ended writing the Estraven third essay.

“En busca de Estraven III. Homofobia, 

feminismo y (homo)sexualidades en la ciencia 

ficción cubana del siglo XXI” en Anatomía de 

una isla. Jóvenes ensayistas cubanos, 

Ediciones La Luz (Holguín, Cuba), 2014.

… and Ediciones La Luz paid me 8 USD 



4. Abstract 
This is a feminist epistemological exercise in 

Cuban science fiction: I study the logics of 

subordination between characters of different 

genders and sexual orientation in the more recent 

books of Cuban scy fy. The review includes 

fourteen titles published in Cuba by seven writers; 

all of them began the writing career after the fall 

of the Berlin Wall, the end of XX century 

according to Hobsbawm (1998) and are now 

basics names for the contemporary Cuban scy fy 

landscape. The stories are dated from 1991 to 

2012. This it is not a chronological study, but a 

thematic study: the authors are grouped 

according to the way they express different 

visions about gender and sexuality: patriarchal, 

feminist and queers.



Erick Mota:
2008. Bajo presión. 
2009. Algunos recuerdos que valen la pena. 

Michel Encinosa Fu:
2001. Niños de neón. 
2006. Dioses de neón. 
2006. Veredas. 

Yoss:
2008. Pluma de león.
2012. Super-extra-grande. 
2013. Condonautas.

5. The books and authors 

Vladimir Hernández Pacín: 

 2012. Hipernova. 

Elaine Vilar Madruga:

 2009. Al Límite de Los Olivos.

 2013. Promesas  de La Tierra Rota. 

 2013. Salomé. 

Sigrid Victoria Dueñas:

 2011. Ciudad En Red. 

Anabel Enríquez Piñeiro: 

 2007. Nada Que Declarar. 



6. Cyberpunk for males only

Vladimir Hernandez Pacin (1966) Engineer.

“Hipernova” is a collection of short tales writhed between 1991 and 

2008. 

Nine histories and only three with females as main characters.

Onix -> “Semiotic for wolfs” -> Sexual worker 

Max -> “Kile” -> Mob big boss

Paola -> “Nemesis” -> Architect of microbiological structures 

Sexism: Hookers end dead / woman in man role end dead

Homophobia: Lesbians hate man / lesbianism is a pathology / gays 

are fat sad voyeurs 

Hetero-normativity: transsexuals don’t exist / bisexuals are unfaith 

by nature



7. Love is only in the borders

Elaine (1989) Bachelor in Classic Guitar, student of Play Writing in the 

University of Arts.

“At the border of the Olives” (2009): War, cyborgs, new religions, radiation, 

lost of cultural memory and aliens. Woman had abandon the possibility of 

autonomy and live through mans –or want to do it. Ex: Lena, Atti, Alsion, 

Elena 

“Promises of the broken land” (2013a): Post-apocalyptic and coming of age 

history (explain the dragons, please). At Uzurra Mountain: Woman can only 

be mothers and farmers. At City Number 1: Woman are only uterus.

“Salomé” (2013b): An alien with terrible and innominate power in the frontier 

city of the Ilgrim interplanetary empire. Main characters had internalized 

homophobia. 



8. A cyberpunk tale for a modernist poet

Sigrid Victoria (1980), translator and TV writer. A good Christian.

“City on line” (2011): The “XXI Coup Havana on Line for Minor”, in 

this occasion devoted to Jose Marti live and works.

8 characters: Mega, Chibi, Salgari and Faren –males-; Samu, Swan, 

Geminis, Ying and Yang –females. Each one has helps from he/she 

Massive Storage of Information unit (AMI in Spanish). 

Mix the cyberpunk and Cuban culture through Jose Marti´s works 

and the perspective of common individuals about the digitalization in 

a underdevelopment country like Cuba. 

Argue the trop “Woman are not fit for math and computers” = Samu 

(a female) is the best fighter + The code of the entire city was 

developed by a female linguist.



9. So many things to declare 

Anabel Enriquez (1973), Psychologist with a MsC. in 

Communication’s Sciences. TV writer. Korean TV soap opera fan

“Nothing to declare” (2007) is a irregular short tales collection. Seven 

stories, tree with females mains characters: 

“A temporal debt”: feminist –not feminine- questions about 

commitment with the family and those we left behind. 

“Gods punishment”: Is a big misunderstanding between two different 

cultures.

“Galactic cartography of hospitality”: How will be rewritten the family 

logics after we made the first contact and found the biological and 

cultural diversity outside our planet limits? Two female characters: 

Fiana (Consul´s wife) and Kay Hunter (captain and business partner 

of J T Kirk).



10. Just put it in your pressure cooking and…
Erick J. Mota (1975), Physics. Loves manga, comics and write fake 

essays (the principles of Lightsaber, Star Gates…)

“Havana underwater” (cyberpunk universe) and “Kirk and Kay 

histories” (space opera universe). 

“Under pressure” (2008): is a pre-sequel of “Galactic cartography of 

hospitality”. Something absolutely unusual in Cuba. Kay Hunter and 

J T Kirk are heterosexual friends in an equality relationship.

“Some memories that worth it” (2009): In most of this arguments 

males can´t find a meaning for the live without the females they love 

in very self-destructives ways. “Memories of a hooker”: reflections 

about sexual work in an alternative world were Russia and Japan 

are world more powerful players and Cuba is under Japanese 

influence –and The Beatles live in a GB under economic embargo.



11. A handful of dreams and a lot of violence 

Michel Encinosa Fu (1974), English translator and role playing fan. 

Two universes: “Ofidia” (cyberpunk) and “Sotreum” (epic fantasy). As a linguist, 

Michel can´t explain most of the sciences principles of his histories, but he takes 

the arguments until the very last implications. 

“Neon Childs” (2001): “Kiss the whipping” -> 74 is an artificial citizen created in a 

tank, changes the body and gender ID tree times in the story / “First I´m a jerboa” -

> transsexual surgery at will, the main character have more than half of the body 

made of synthetics parts. 

“Neon Gods” (2006a): “How roses have to die” -> Referred to the value of corporal 

modifications as a way of express individuals identity. Anti-racist history, with a 

queer background.   

“Paths” (2006b): Private detective Randy -> Randy is a heterosexual single and 

happy women / Vicky is an child born with a complete set of male and female 

genital reproductive system, surgery was forgotten / the “Queen of the Snow Club” 

is the main extreme right wind lesbian group of the world / the baddies express 

hate for intersexuality, body modifications and other queer fauna.



12. Biological speculations about love and racism
Yoss (1960) Biologist and professional writer. Love Connan the 

Barbarian and Pamela Anderson boobs.

“Lion´s feather” (2009 : Humans had slave tree other sentient 

species. Xandra –a poor human girl- will learn from a Harlequin that 

racism is just an invention to justify exploitation. 

“Super-extra-big” (2012): Jan Amos Sangan Dongo (mix race human 

male), Enti Kumusa (masai human female) and An-Mhaly (Tau Ceti 

female) have a relationship, but in this universe the inter-species 

love is not considered a real foundation for families.

“Condonauts” (2013): Josue Valdes work consist in have sex 

intercourse with any other species interested in trade with his ship -> 

Sex work with nonhumans (bestiality) became respectable in Earth 

after the first contact. Josue happens to be the only character “on 

the closet”.



1/01/0213. Maping the Cuban Science Fiction, a puzzle 

“And what would the universe be like 

with people like you in it? Not as 

rumors and as something dimly seen 

in the distance, but as neighbors. 

Already we have begun to question our 

own history and our own ideas of right 

and wrong.”

Eleanor Arnanson, 

Ring of Swords, 1995

“Recoil” by Arnaldo Correa (1969) is a patriarchal 

argument 

“Just Martha” by Bruno Henriquez (1989) is a 

feminist history

“Luisa” by Julian Perez (1983) is a queer 

situation because he is in love with another 

species been and the gender remain veiled.


